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1. REPORT/INSPECTION TERMINOLOGY 
 
Aggregate:  Granular material such as crushed stone in the concrete mix. 
Bugholes: (slang) Industry term used to describe small cavities resulting from entrapment of air bubbles 
in the surface of concrete. 
Concrete cover:  The distance between the surface of embedded reinforcement and the surface of the 
concrete. 
Corrosion:  Destruction of metal by chemical, electrochemical or electrolytic reaction within its 
environment. 
Crack:  A complete or incomplete separation of concrete into two or more parts produced by breaking or 
fracturing. 
Damage:  Impairment to the value or usefulness of an element or component. 
Delamination:  A horizontal or planar separation of the surfaces of concrete. 
Deterioration:  The decomposition of material during exposure to service. 
Disintegration:  The deterioration into small fragments or particles due to any cause. 
Galvanic corrosion:  An electrochemical process in which one metal corrodes preferentially to another 
when both metals are in electrical contact and immersed in an electrolyte (seawater). 
Gouges:  A groove or hole caused by the impact or action of a hard object. 
Hairline crack:  A crack not greater than 0.003 inch in width or barely perceptible. 
High tide:  The highest level of the tide or the time at which the tide is highest. 
Honeycomb:  Voids in concrete due to failure of the mortar to effectively fill the spaces between coarse 
aggregate.  Often the result of insufficient vibration. 
Low tide:  The lowest level of the tide or the time at which the tide is lowest. 
Mudline:  The waterside ground elevation of a seawall. 
Pile:  A slender structural element that is embedded on end in the ground to support a load. 
Pile bent:  A row of bearing piles with a continuous concrete cap. 
Pile cap:  A structural element that transfers load to the top of one or more supporting piles. 
Preservation:  The process of maintaining a structure in its present condition of arresting further 
deterioration. 
Random crack:  A crack that meanders irregularly on the surface of concrete having no particular form. 
Repair:  To replace or correct deteriorated or damaged components or elements of a structure. 
Spall:  A chip of concrete broken from the surface of a concrete member. 
Splash zone:  The area on an offshore structure that is regularly wetted by seawater but is not 
continuously submerged. 
Substrate:  Any material on the surface of which another material is placed. 
Substructure:  All of that part of a marine structure below the deck elevation. 
Urgency:  Priority or a pressing necessity of importance. 
Void:  Volume of concrete that is missing.  Term is used to describe an area near the toe of the wall where 
a considerable amount of concrete is missing. 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
From June 30 to July 1, 2020, Tetra Tech, Inc. (Tt) performed a limited structural assessment of the City 
Marina at Garrison Bight seawall, an area known as Charter Boat Row, on behalf of the City of Key West 
Port & Marine Services.  The assessment was performed along the approximately 1,010 linear foot 
segment of the City Marina that extends from N Roosevelt Blvd. (along the seawall South of Palm Avenue 
Causeway) on the southeast corner of the Marina to the bridge crossing of Palm Avenue Causeway on the 
northwest. The seawall assessment was performed by qualified divers in the presence of a Florida licensed 
professional engineer with experience in seawall evaluation, design, permitting, and construction. 
 
The purpose of the seawall assessment was to perform a visual above water and underwater inspection 
of the seawall condition and develop an existing conditions report that could be coupled with the recent 
shoreline topographic survey and geotechnical report. This report catalogs the deficiencies of the seawall 
and can then be used to develop engineering plans for the repair/replacement of the wall. Observations 
were limited to those readily apparent to the naked eye and observable from the front and/or top of the 
seawall. Recommendations contained within this report are made based upon engineering judgement 
and standard industry practices. 
 
The following exhibit shows how the inspection transect was configured and referenced to provide a 
synopsis of the wall conditions.  Figure 1 shows how the divers marked the basin bottom from 0-feet to 
1,010-feet, along the toe of the wall.  
 
Tape measures were used to mark the site from 0+00 feet (at N Roosevelt Blvd.) to 10+10 feet (at the 
bridge crossing of Palm Avenue Causeway) by placing measurement tape along the mudline of the wall. 
Measurements were then taken as needed perpendicular to the tape-marker at the mudline up the wall 
to the points of interest so that each deficiency could be catalogued. The inspection consisted of a limited 
nondestructive structural assessment sufficient to determine the existing visual condition of the bulkhead. 
Tetra Tech staff were onsite to coordinate field work logistics and catalog structural deficiencies within 
the designated limits of inspection.  
 
Following the seawall inspection, it was determined that deficiencies are present at more than half of the 
total seawall. Although the overall condition of the seawall would not lead to immediate failure, the 
observed deficiencies would require a repair/replacement of the seawall within the next 5 years. 
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Figure 1: Inspection Stationing Layout for Cataloguing Deficiencies 
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3. INTRODUCTION 
 
The project area is located along the central northern shore of Key West and lies within the Garrison Bight, 
tucked in south of the Palm Avenue Causeway. Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates for the site 
are as follows: Latitude 24.560268° North, Longitude 81.784787° West. The portion of seawall 
encompassed by this project runs from the southeast corner of the seawall (adjacent to N. Roosevelt 
Blvd.) and runs northwest up to the bridge crossing of Palm Avenue Causeway (not including the seawall 
perpendicular to/underneath the bridge), as shown on Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Project Limits and Surrounding Area 

The seawall within the inspection area is comprised of a concrete pile & panel system with a concrete cap. 
As determined during the course of the inspection the structural composition of the seawall system is 
made up of concrete “T-piles” driven into the mudline with concrete panels placed in-between the driven 
piles. The panels would likely have been cast and installed to the depth of known hard bottom and/or to 
be partially embedded into the mudline, generally not embedded deeper than 3 feet below the mudline. 
The piles and panels are also held in place by the concrete cap which works as a consistent beam along 
the top of the seawall system. A typical layout of the observed T-pile system is shown on Figure 3. 
Although no evidence of tie-backs was observed, tie-backs most likely would have been installed in the 
cap to provide horizontal support to keep the piles from tilting waterward.  
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With respect to “T-pile” wall systems, one of the anticipated modes of failure is typically from cracking of 
the wings/flanges of the piles as they tend to be too thin to allow proper cover of the rebar reinforcement, 
leading to corrosion of the rebar and spalling of the concrete. Given that concrete “T-pile” wall systems 
are no longer in wide use, and the markings on some piles (i.e. “9-4-64”) indicating that they were cast in 
1964, it can be assumed that the seawall is approximately 55+ years old. Many “T-pile” walls were 
constructed in South Florida in the 1960’s. “T-pile” walls have fallen out of favor due largely to the failure 
of the wings/flanges and have been replaced by other more reliable joining methods. Concrete pile & 
panel bulkhead systems typically have an anticipated service life of about 50-60 years. 
 

 
Figure 3: Typical Observed T-Pile Layout (left) and Anticipated Deficiencies (right) 
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4. SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
The limits of inspection are approximately 1,010 linear feet of bulkhead with an existing dock structure 
along part of its length as shown on Figure 1. The bulkhead is part of a hardened shoreline surrounding 
the basin that supports a variety of docks and businesses. The exposed front face of the bulkhead ranged 
from approximately 7-ft to 14-ft with the average top of cap at elevation 4.6-ft NGVD and the mudline 
ranging from -2.6-ft NGVD to -9.2-ft NGVD based on the recent topographic survey obtain by Florida Keys 
Land Surveying on September 15, 2020 (Appendix A). During the June 30 to July 1, 2020 inspection, water 
depths along the bulkhead ranged from approximately 3 to 8 feet of seawater, with some of the deeper 
sections occurring on the southeast docks and past the northwest docks (heading toward the bridge). A 
typical cross-section of the seawall is shown in Figure 4. Sediment composition along the base of the 
bulkhead was mostly mud and fine sand mixed with large debris (concrete, rubble, pipes, etc.). 
Underwater visibility was approximately 5+ feet with no noticeable current detected during the 
assessment survey. 
 

 
Figure 4: Typical Seawall Cross-Section 
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The shoreline of the City Marina at Garrison Bight is known locally as “Charter Boat Row” where various 
fishing and sport boat charters are available to the public, along with a boat ramp. The boat ramp had 
been recently repaired and found to  be in good condition. For the purposes of this assessment, Charter 
Boat Row was divided into two sections: Baseline A – boat ramp and docks/piers with access directly from 
the bulkhead (Station 0+00 to Station 2+50), and Baseline B – wood docks abutting the bulkhead from 
which there is access (Station 3+04 to Station 9+62). However, for the purposes of this report, Baseline A 
will encompass anything below Station 2+50 and Baseline B will encompass anything above Station 2+50. 
 
Below the wood docks of Baseline B there appears to be a shelf of solid material, assumed to be hard 
bottom, that extends from the seawall out to the supports of the wood dock, after which the bottom 
slopes steeply downward as it moves further out. In this area there also appears to be remnants of a pre-
existing concrete dock, the piles and bents of which appear to have been abandoned in place, while 
sections of the deck were left on the seafloor. 
 
Utility connections around Baseline A are typically placed underneath the cap (pump-out and electric) or 
through the cap (water). Utility connections around Baseline B are typically routed through the concrete 
wall panels and are strapped underneath the docks adjacent to the seawall. Behind/above the seawall 
cap is a sidewalk with a metal canopy/awning running down the length of the seawall along the boat 
charter locations, with utility valves located along the sidewalk. 
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5. INSPECTION METHODOLOGY 
 
Field activities were performed using a 19-ft. catamaran in order to safely access the inspection area. A 
three-man dive team (including two divers and a tender) and an engineer were on site during the 
inspection. Divers trained in structure inspections used scuba to visually inspect the wall and catalogued 
deficiencies. Data were collected along a single transect positioned from southeast (0 ft.) to northwest 
(1,010 ft.) along the base of the bulkhead as shown on Figure 1. 
 
The transect measuring tape was used by the divers to mark and ultimately record the location of each 
seawall deficiency by first marking the location of the observation linearly and then its location vertically, 
typically down from the cap. Due to the nature of the pile & panel seawall system, the piles were given a 
numerical value and used as the main reference point for notation (though the pile numbers were later 
consolidated/re-numbered in the final report). Inspection notes were first taken separately during the 
initial inspection, with videos of the seawall and deficiencies taken following the inspection. Videos of the 
bulkhead and upland facilities were taken above and below the waterline and include the interspatial area 
between the waterline and the underside of the cap. Still images were collected from the video and 
combined with underwater photography which were used together to record specific and representative 
images of the wall condition. Divers followed a systematic approach measuring all deficiencies along the 
wall using the tape measure and distances from the cap or bottom mudline. The information was then 
reviewed by the engineer to confirm observations and make more accurate representations of the 
observed deficiencies.  
 
Observations were limited by what could be readily seen and accessed by the divers (from the water) 
and/or the engineer (from the land), and no additional efforts were made to access areas behind the 
seawall or below the sidewalk, respectively. Most of the seawall components below the low tide line were 
covered by heavy marine growth, which although it would not affect the detection of any significant 
deficiencies, would limit the visibility of possible minor deficiencies in these areas. 
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6. OBSERVATIONS AND ANALYSIS 
 
Due to the consistency of the layout of the seawall and with failure modes expected to be signified by the 
condition of the piles, the observations made are typically referenced to pile numbers. Also, given the age 
and initial impression of the seawall conditions, observations were made in terms of deficiencies noted 
and given a severity rating as determined by the engineer. The deficiency severity/type was broken down 
into four (4) categories: Minor, Moderate, Major, and Critical. Table 1 shows a generalized summary of 
the types of observations contained within each deficiency type. 
 
Table 1: Deficiency Severity Identifiers with Typical Observed Deficiencies 

 
 
The deficiency levels as shown in Table 1 were chosen to span from deficiencies that would not result in 
adverse effects in the near future, to deficiencies that represent a path for functional failure of the nearby 
seawall system. Deficiency Severity Levels can be described as follows: 

• Minor: a deficiency that has just begun developing and would likely not contribute to a failure in 
the seawall system. 

• Moderate: deficiencies that indicate a noticeable underlying structural defect that has not yet 
progressed to a state that would contribute to damage of other surrounding seawall components. 

• Major: deficiencies that due to an underlying structural defect have caused noticeable damage to 
a component and are at risk of/are already contributing to damage of surrounding seawall 
components. 

• Critical: deficiencies that have visibly diminished the structural capacity of the system and 
increase the risk of failure of nearby/surrounding seawall components. This designation does not, 
however, indicate that there is a failure of the seawall system. 

 
Deficiencies have been quantified/described in Table 2 and their general locations can be seen on Figure 
5 and Figure 6.  Each deficiency has been given a numerical value preceded by the Baseline (A or B). The 
“location/pile #” indicates the structural component for the deficiency being addressed (referenced to 
the nearest pile), followed by a station which generalizes the location along the inspection transect. 
 
 

Deficiency 
Severity Levels

Typical Deficiency Description

Minor Beginning stages of damage (hairline cracks, small spalls)
Moderate Noticeable cracking/concrete face spalling, honeycombing, minor voids/undermining

Major
Cracking showing section separation of concrete, large spalls, corroded reinforcement, 
consecutive void/undermining areas beneath the seawall

Critical Missing concrete sections/evidence of failure
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Figure 5: Deficiency Locations - Station 0+00 to Station 6+00 
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Figure 6: Deficiency Locations - Station 6+00 to Station 10+10 
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Table 2: Deficiency Locations and Descriptions 

 

Baseline / 
Deficiency ID

Location / 
Pile #

Approx. Station 
Center

Deficiency 
Type

Description

A-1 Panel 3-4 0+14 Minor 14"x8" saw-cut hole in panel beside Pile 3 with some cracking extending from the cuts.
A-2 Pile 4 0+20 Moderate 22" long section of cracking along face/left wing with some spalling.
A-3 Pile 6 0+33 Moderate Various cracks along face of pile up to 32" with impending spall.
A-4 Pile 7 0+39 Critical 60" long section of missing/spalled concrete in cap with corrosion/exposed rebar.
A-5 Pile 9 0+53 Minor Hairline cracking observed at wings/face of pile.

A-6
Pile 11 0+66 Major

Full horizontal crack/separation near low-water line, and cracking along face/both wings 
with rust staining.

A-7 Panel 11-12 0+69 Moderate Horizontal cracking along full length of panel, above water line.
A-8 Panel 12-13 0+75 Moderate Void/undermining below panel with 10-23" of penetration.
A-9 Cap 13-16 0+84 Minor Some horizontal hairline cracking observed along front face of cap.
A-10 Panel 15-16 0+95 Moderate Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line.
A-11 Panel 16-17 1+02 Moderate Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line.

A-12
Boat Ramp 1+14 Minor

Small void area, 4-6" penetration, below bottom of ramp footer - does not present an issue 
as there appears to be concrete overpour in this area.

A-13 Pile 18 1+47 Moderate 16" crack at top right wing of pile.
A-14 Panel 18-19 1+50 Moderate Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line.

A-15
Pile 21 1+67 Major

Top right wing of pile spalled/separated with cracking extending 32" from cap to below 
water at pile face.

A-16 Pile 23 1+80 Major Top right wing/face of pile spalled/separated extending 28" from cap to below water.
A-17 Panel 24-25 1+84 Moderate Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line.

A-18

Pile 26 2+00 Major

Right-side face of pile has a large crack with some concrete separation extending 28" from 
cap to below water. Left-side face has also begun cracking, and there is honeycombing on 
the pile. The panel behind the pile is also starting to show vertical cracking adjacent to the 
pile.

A-19 Panel 27-28 2+12 Moderate Panel cracking next to Pile 28 (right side of pile), with cracks extending toward Pile 27.

A-20
Panel 28-29 2+17 Major

Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line. Also, void/undermining 
below panel with 5" of penetration.

A-21
Pile 30 2+26 Major

Top right wing spalled/separated with multiple cracks on face of pile extending 38" from 
cap to below water.

A-22
Pile 31 2+33 Moderate

Cracks with some face spalling developing in front of both wings on face of pile extending 
33" from cap to below water and rust staining.

B-23
Pile 35 2+51 Moderate

Cracks developing on face of pile, mostly right side, extending 28" from cap to below 
water.

B-24
Culvert Panel 

36-37
2+60 Moderate

Multiple cracks developing above culvert opening with exposed aggregate around mouth of 
opening.

B-25 Pile 38 2+70 Minor Crack beginning to develop on face of pile above water.

B-26
Panel 40-41 2+86 Moderate

Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line, with additional cracks 
developing near Pile 40.

B-27
Panel 41-42 2+93 Moderate

Horizontal cracking beginning near pipe cutouts by Pile 41, extending along full width of 
panel, above water line.

B-28 Pile 42 2+96 Moderate Cracks developing on face of pile extending 22" down from cap.
B-29 Panel 42-43 3+00 Moderate Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line.
B-30 Pile 43 3+04 Minor Cracks beginning to form on face of pile with some rust staining.
B-31 Cap @ 47-48 3+33 Major Spalled/broken-off chunk of concrete from cap with exposed rebar.
B-32 Pile/Cap 49 3+43 Moderate Gap in concrete cap around top of pile with cracking developing along the cap.

B-33
Pile/Cap 50 3+50 Moderate

Cracking on front face of pile extending 23" down from cap. Also, 3 spalls/broken-off 
chunks, 6-12" wide, from cap at location of embedded reinforcement.

B-34 Cap @ 52 3+62 Minor Small spall/broken edge of cap at location of embedded reinforcement.

B-35
Cap @ 54-55 3+78 Major

3 spalls/broken-off chunks, 10-12" wide, from cap at location of embedded reinforcement, 
with additional cracking occurring along the cap and at top of cap.

B-36
Pile/Cap 56 3+86 Moderate

Cracking on right wing of pile extending 21" down from cap. Also, 2 spalls/broken-off 
chunks, 6" wide, from cap at location of embedded reinforcement.

B-37
Pile 57 3+93 Moderate

Cracking with initial separation at right wing of pile extending 29" down from cap to below 
water.

B-38
Cap @ 57-58 3+95 Major

40" long section of spalled concrete from the cap with exposed rebar around locations of 
embedded reinforcement, with hairline cracking at top of cap.

B-39
Cap @ 58-59 4+01 Moderate 2 spalls/broken-off chunks, 8-16" wide, from cap at location of embedded reinforcement.

B-40
Pile 59 4+05 Moderate

Cracking with initial separation at right wing of pile extending 24" down from cap to below 
water.
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Table 2 (cont.): Deficiency Locations and Descriptions 

 
 

Baseline / 
Deficiency ID

Location / 
Pile #

Approx. Station 
Center

Deficiency 
Type

Description

B-41
Pile 60 4+12 Major

Cracking along both wings and face with impending spalls, extending 28" down from cap to 
water.

B-42 Pile 62 4+25 Moderate Cracking at right wing extending 24" down from cap.

B-43
Pile 63 4+31 Moderate

Cracking at right wing extending 24" down from cap with additional cracks on the face of 
the pile.

B-44
Pile 64 4+37 Moderate

Cracking at both wings extending 18" down from cap with additional cracks/spalls on the 
face of the pile.

B-45
Pile 65 4+44 Critical

Heavy cracking/impending spall of right wing extending down the full pile, fully spalled 
sections of pile at left wing with exposed/corroded rebar, and spalled/missing concrete 
toward mudline at pile-panel interface with 6-10" of penetration behind pile.

B-46
Pile 66 4+50 Major

Heavy cracking/impending spalling of both wings at front face of pile, extending 36" down 
from cap to below water.

B-47
Pile 68 4+63 Major

Cracking at both wings and face of pile extending 24" down from cap and spalled/missing 
sections of concrete along left wing.

B-48
Pile 69 4+70 Moderate

Cracking at left wing and face of pile with impending concrete spalling, extending 27" down 
from cap.

B-49
Pile 70 4+76 Moderate

Cracking at left wing of pile extending 26" down from cap, and some cracking beginning to 
develop toward right face of pile.

B-50
Pile/Cap 71 4+83 Moderate

Various cracks along face and wings of pile extending 17-24" down from cap with signs of 
impending spalls. Also, approx. 24"x24" section of honeycombing at bottom of cap with 
apparent gaps between cap and pile.

B-51 Pile 72 4+90 Moderate Various cracks at right wing and face of pile extending 25" down from cap to water.

B-52
Pile 73 4+99 Moderate

Spalled/missing concrete at top right wing of pile approx. 3"x7", with seeming separation 
between the pile and cap.

B-53
Pile/Cap 79 5+48 Moderate

Various cracks along face of pile extending 27" down from cap, and various locations of 
honeycombing underneath the cap. Also some cracking visible at top of cap.

B-54 Pile 82 5+70 Moderate Cracking on right wing and face of pile extending 20" down from cap.
B-55 Pile 86 6+02 Minor Cracks beginning to develop on right wing of pile.
B-56 Pile 89 6+27 Minor Cracks beginning to develop on wings and face of pile.
B-57 Pile 92 6+51 Minor Cracks developing on pile extending 26" down from cap.
B-58 Cap @ 95 6+76 Moderate 2"x6" cavity in cap next to Pile 95 with 2-4" penetration.
B-59 Pile 96 6+82 Minor Cracks developing on pile extending 24" down from cap.
B-60 Pile 97 6+90 Moderate Cracking on right wing and face of pile extending 27" down from cap.

B-61
Pile 98 6+99 Moderate

Cracking on face of pile extending 23" down from cap with concrete separation, and 
additional cracking on wings.

B-62 Pile 100 7+15 Major Large crack with concrete separation of right wing of pile extending 23" down from cap.
B-63 Pile 101 7+22 Moderate Cracking developing on face of pile extending 24" down from cap.

B-64
Panels 103-

110
7+38 to 7+96 Major

Voids/undermining beneath panels along approximately 58-ft section with 4-10" of 
penetration.

B-65
Pile 103 7+38 Major

Large cracks with concrete separation on face and left wing of pile extending 22" down 
from cap.

B-66 Pile 104 7+47 Moderate Cracking on face and right wing of pile extending 24" down from cap.

B-67
Pile 105 7+55 Major

Large cracks with concrete separation on left wing of pile extending 30" down from cap, 
and cracks beginning to form on face by right wing of pile.

B-68
Pile 106 7+63 Moderate

Cracking on face of pile extending 24" down from cap with impending spall of concrete 
cover.

B-69
Pile/Cap 107 7+71 Moderate

Cracking on face of pile extending 17" down from cap with impending spall of concrete 
cover. Some hairline cracking also visible at top of cap.

B-70
Pile 108 7+80 Moderate

Cracking on face at right wing of pile extending 17" down from cap, and spalled/missing 
concrete along base of pile at mudline at both wings.

B-71
Pile 109 7+88 Major

Large crack and missing/spalled concrete with concrete separation of right wing extending 
24" down from cap, and cracking occurring at left wing.

B-72
Panels 111-

116
8+03 to 8+38 Major

Voids/undermining beneath panels along approximately 35-ft section with 3-6" of 
penetration.

B-73 Pile 112 8+11 Minor Cracks beginning to develop on face and wing of pile, with some rust staining.

B-74
Pile/Cap 113 8+19 Moderate

Cracking on left wing of pile extending 20" down from cap, and additional cracking forming 
on face of pile. Some hairline cracking also visible at top of cap.
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Table 2 (cont.): Deficiency Locations and Descriptions 

 
 
 
  

Baseline / 
Deficiency ID

Location / 
Pile #

Approx. Station 
Center

Deficiency 
Type

Description

B-75
Pile 114 8+27 Moderate

Cracking on right wing of pile extending 24" down from cap, and additional cracking 
forming on left wing of pile.

B-76 Pile 115 8+35 Moderate Cracks developing on face of pile extending 20" down from cap, with rust staining.

B-77
Panels 116-

120
8+42 to 8+75 Major

Voids/undermining beneath panels along approximately 35-ft section with 8-14" of 
penetration.

B-78
Pile/Cap 117 8+50 Major

Cracking on right wing of pile with some concrete separation extending 23" down from cap, 
and additional cracking forming on left wing of pile. Bottom of pile at the mudline has 
missing/spalled concrete. Cap has some scattered small areas of honeycombing.

B-79
Pile/Cap 118 8+58 Major

Various cracks on face of pile with some concrete spalling extending 25" down from cap, 
with cracking also occurring on panel. Also, various areas of honeycombing are seen on the 
cap near Pile 118.

B-80
Pile 119 8+67 Major

Cracking with impending spalling on both wings of pile extending 24" down from cap with 
additional cracking across the face of the pile, with rust staining.

B-81
Pile 121 8+83 Moderate

Cracking on face and right wing of pile extending 21" down from cap, and with rust staining 
seeping from the cracks. Also, some cracking on the panel adjacent to the pile.

B-82
Panels 121-

123
8+83 to 8+98 Major

Voids/undermining beneath panels along approximately 15-ft section with 3-8" of 
penetration, and spalled/missing portions of Pile 122 at bottom near mudline.

B-83
Cap @ 124-

127
9+04 to 9+25 Moderate

Multiple locations on bottom of cap with areas of honeycombing, with some extending to 
the panel and causing cracks to form.

B-84
Panel 124-

125
9+10 Moderate Void/undermining below panel with 9-15" of penetration.

B-85
Pile 126 9+23 Major

Large section of right wing of pile cracking/spalling extending 27" down from cap with rust 
staining, and cracking forming along left wing of pile.

B-86
Pile 127 9+31 Major

Section of front face of pile is cracking/spalling extending 28" down from cap, with 
additional cracks forming.

B-87
Pile/Cap 128 9+39 Moderate

Cracking forming at left wing of pile and extending 20" down from cap, with cracking also 
forming along the bottom of the cap.

B-88
Panel 128-

129
9+43 Major

Panel framing culvert is showing signs of degradation at the edges and at the culvert 
opening, with fully exposed rebar and missing/spalled concrete.

B-89 Pile 129 9+47 Moderate Cracking forming on face of pile extending 24" down from cap.
B-90 Pile 130 9+55 Major Cracking at face and left wing of pile extending 28" down from cap.
B-91 Pile 131 9+59 Moderate Diagonal cracking along face/corner of corner pile with impending spalls.

B-92
Pile/Cap 132 9+62 Major

Cracking at both wings and across the face of the pile extending 27" down from cap. Also 
some horizontal hairline cracking at front of cap.

B-93
Pile 133 9+70 Major

Cracking/spalling right wing of pile with additional cracking on left wing, extending 28" 
down from cap, and with rust staining.

B-94
Pile 134 9+76 Major

Cracking with missing/spalled concrete at left wing with additional cracking extending 28" 
down from cap.

B-95
Panel 134-

135
9+80 Moderate

Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line, with additional diagonal 
cracking from an apparent impact.

B-96 Pile 135 9+83 Moderate Vertical and diagonal cracking at face of pile extending 28" down from cap.

B-97
Pile 136 9+86 Major

Cracking at face of corner pile with spalling that extends diagonally 20" down from cap 
toward the center of the corner.

B-98
Pile 137 9+89 Major

Cracking and spalling of right wing along face extending 26" down from cap, with additional 
cracking along the face of the pile.

B-99
Panel/Cap 
137-138

9+93 Moderate
Horizontal cracking along full width of panel, above water line. Cracking also on underside 
of cap extending from corroded embedded hardware.

B-100 Pile 138 9+96 Moderate Top of pile cracked just below the cap.
B-101 Pile 139 10+02 Moderate Cracking along face and left wing of pile extending 29" down from cap.

B-102
Panel 139-

140
10+06 Moderate Void/undermining below panel with 5-13" of penetration.

B-103 Pile 140 10+09 Moderate Cracking along face and left wing of pile extending 24" down from cap.
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The seawall system relies on the effectiveness/condition of the piles on either side of a concrete wall 
panel to remain serviceable. Due to the separation distance between many of these deficiencies and the 
locations of the deficiencies, it does not appear that any concrete wall panels are at immediate risk of 
falling or tilting waterward and this seawall is unlikely to have several sections fail at the same time within 
the near future. 
 
For Minor deficiencies as noted above, there are currently no significant groupings or adjacent 
deficiencies that would contribute to damage/failure of the seawall system. Typical images of minor 
deficiencies are shown on Figure 7. 
 
For Moderate deficiencies as noted above, the deficiencies did not appear to have affected the structural 
element to an extent that would indicate that it would cause further damage at or around that element. 
Mostly consisting of cracks on the piles, the cracks were not developed to where any impending spalls 
would damage the full pile wing, or only showed impending spalls of the surface of the concrete. These 
deficiencies will eventually develop into larger points of damage as corrosion of the reinforcement cannot 
be halted, causing expansion around the reinforcement and eventual spall of the concrete. The horizontal 
cracks on the concrete panel walls and undermining/voids beneath the panels indicate a lack of support 
at the bottom of the panel which could then cause future separation between the cap and panel. Typical 
images of moderate deficiencies are shown on Figure 8. 
 
For Major deficiencies as noted above, the deficiencies consisted of damage to the structural elements 
that can then significantly lead to damage of other adjacent structural elements. Mostly consisting of 
cracks/spalls on the piles, the weakened sections of the pile wings would lead to the concrete panel walls 
to begin tilting waterward. As most of the observed cracks/spalls were observed at the splash zone and 
above, it is clear that the loads behind the seawall will continue to add pressure to the seawall (greater 
along the top) escalating the damage already observed. With void/undermining areas beneath the 
concrete panel walls, the “rolling” effect of the seawall can become greater. The other possible effect of 
undermining is the loss of material behind the seawall which could lead to damage of upland structures 
(i.e. sidewalks, pavement, etc.). Areas most notably affected by these types of deficiencies, where 
compounding effects could lead to further damage and failure extend from approximately Station 7+38 
to Station 7+96 and Station 8+42 to Station 9+86. Typical images of major deficiencies are shown on Figure 
9. 
 
For the Critical deficiencies noted above, of which there were only two (2), the deficiencies showed a 
failure of the structural element which can then have a cascading effect on the seawall system. At Station 
0+39 the spalled concrete cap has exposed rebar that is regularly exposed to additional seawater, causing 
additional corrosion and leading to separation of the bond/delamination between the concrete cap and 
seawall. At Station 4+44 the spalled/missing concrete on the pile (Pile 65) appears to already be causing 
the shifting of the concrete panel wall, as evidenced by the visibility of the panel edge and the damage 
observed on Pile 66. Images of the critical deficiencies are shown on Figure 10. 
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Figure 7: Typical Minor Deficiencies – [Top Left] A-1 (Station 0+14), [Top Right] B-30 (Station 3+04), [Bottom Left] B-34 (Station 3+62), [Bottom Right] B-59 (Station 6+82) 

Saw-cut in concrete 
panel leading to 
additional cracking 

Small spall in 
concrete cap 

Cracks beginning to develop 
with no displaced concrete 

Cracks beginning 
to develop with no 
displaced concrete 
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Figure 8: Typical Moderate Deficiencies – [Top Left] B-70 (Station 7+86), [Top Right] B-53 (Station 5+48), [Bottom Left] B-26 (Station 2+86), [Bottom Right] B-102 (Station 10+06) 

Crack developed 
with some  
concrete separation  

Cracks developed with 
some concrete separation 
(mostly superficical)  

Honeycombing of 
concrete over small 
sections of cap  

Horizontal cracking 
along panel (no major 
concrete separation)  

Isolated section of 
voids/undermining 
below concrete panel  
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Figure 9: Typical Major Deficiencies – [Top Left] A-6 (Station 0+66), [Top Right] A-15 (Station 1+67), [Bottom Left] B-35 (Station 3+78), [Bottom Right] B-77 (Station 8+42 - 8+75)

Long (wide) sections of 
voids/undermining 
below concrete panel  

Large spalling and 
cracking of cap with 
corroded reinforcement  

Full horizontal crack of 
pile with concrete/section 
separation 

Spalled/separated 
T-pile wing with 
additional cracking 
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Figure 10: Critical Deficiencies – [Top] A-4 (Station 0+39), [Bottom] B-45 (Station 4+44) 

Full cracking of cap with 
exposed reinforcement, 
may cause cap failure 
under load 

Fully spalled/missing wing 
of T-pile with heavy 
cracking on opposite side, 
may lead to panel slipping 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The majority of deficiencies noted during the inspection are cracking of the “T-piles” that form the 
structural support for the pile & panel seawall. In conjunction with apparent gaps beneath and behind 
some of the concrete wall panels, the seawall can be assessed as needing repair/replacement throughout. 
An investigation behind the seawall panels to account for loss of backfill material through undermining 
(primarily northwest of Station 7+38) would also be recommended as part of any repair activities. Based 
on the recent geotechnical analysis in this area, the soil makeup consists of mostly limestone and fine 
sands, so it is not expected that there would be a large amount of lost backfill material behind the seawall. 
 
In reviewing the overall condition of the seawall, the seawall is reaching the end of its useful life with 50+ 
years of service. Based on the observations made, with many sections of the seawall experiencing the 
type of failure that is expected from a “T-pile” seawall, we recommend that the seawall be scheduled for 
replacement within the next 5 years. This timeline should give time for acquiring the necessary funding to 
replace the seawall, as well as go through the types of permitting and design that will be required. 
 
Although the option for temporary repairs to the seawall exists, likely in the form of installing additional 
concrete piles in front of damaged piles and casting footers at the seawall panels, the effort and 
anticipated cost do not make it a preferable alternative to a full replacement of the existing seawall due 
to the age and overall condition of the seawall. 
 
The layout of a replacement seawall would likely be a sheet pile cantilever wall (without tie-back supports) 
located 18” waterward of the existing seawall (or as permitting will allow) with a new concrete cap that 
encompasses the area of the existing cap. This will limit the amount of demolition required to the existing 
cap, but would require the temporary removal of the wood dock within the seawall area. The recent 
survey and geotechnical analysis in this area will be beneficial in the design of the replacement seawall. A 
rough order of magnitude estimate/opinion of probable cost associated with the seawall replacement is 
$3,800,000, with a general breakdown of the estimated associated costs shown in Table 3. A seawall 
length of 1,050 LF was utilized in the cost estimate to account for the distance differential between the 
measurement in front of the seawall and the actual length from the center of the seawall. 
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Table 3: Cost Estimate 

 

Line

City of Key West Marina at Garrison Bight - 1,050 LF Seawall w/ Concrete Cap September 2020

Description Quantity Units Unit Price Amount

Direct Cost
General - Seawall

1 Upland Staging Area (provided by City of Key West) 1              LS 10,000                     10,000            
2 Utility Coordination 1              LS 3,000                       3,000               
3 Preconstruction Seismic Survey & Video 1              LS 4,500                       4,500               
4 Temporary Construction Fencing (6' High, 12' Sections of Chain Link with Wind Screen & Sandbags) 1,200      LF 11.00                       13,200            
5 Erosion & Sediment Control 1              LS 20,000                     20,000            
6 General Site Preparation & M.O.T. 1              LS 25,000                     25,000            
7 Demo - cap, sidewalks, slabs, wooden decks 3,150      SF 10.02                       31,576            
8 Temporary Utility Relocation, Pumpout, Water & Electric 1              LS 50,000                     50,000            
9 Steel Sheet Piling (24' long, A-690 including freight) 1,050      LF 850                           892,500          

10 Steel Sheet Piling installation (driven from water) 1,050      LF 380                           399,000          
11 Concrete - Cap, 6,000 PSI, Ext. Aggressive Env, 7 - #5 bar w/ Stirrups 1,050      LF 357                           374,850          
12 Extend Drainage Outfalls 3              EA 5,000                       15,000            
13 Tremie Grout for fill between sheetpile ( = 1,050'x1.5'x8'/27) 467          CY 350                           163,450          
14 Sidewalk 6,300      SF 6.55                         41,278            
16 Testing - Allowance for Concrete 1              LS 10,000                     10,000            
17 Vibration Monitoring - during pile driving operations 1              LS 11,000                     11,000            
18 Site Restoration (including sidewalk and other impacts) 1              LS 70,000                     70,000            
19 Chemical Grouting of Cracks/Seams 50            LF 35                             1,750               
20 Tremie Grout Gaps in Seawall Cap 20            CY 500                           10,000            

Subtotal 2,146,103      
Direct Cost 2,146,103      

Contractor Cost
24 FOOH & HOOH (Overhead) Combined       (6% Typical of Direct Cost) 6.0% 128,766                   128,766          
25 Mobilization/ Demobilization                   (10% Typical of Direct Cost + above costs) 10.0% 227,487                   227,487          
26 Profit                                                            (17% Typical of Direct Cost + above costs) 17.0% 425,401                   425,401          
27 Bonds, Permits & Insurance                        (2% Typical of Direct Cost + above costs) 2.0% 58,555                     58,555            

Direct + Contractor Cost 840,209                  2,986,312      

Project Cost
28 City of Key West Allowance Account for Administration and On-site Supervision (SIOH) 5.0% 149,316                   149,316          
29 Contingency 20.0% 627,126                   627,126          

Direct + Contractor + Project Cost 776,441                  3,762,753      

Total Construction Cost 3,762,753      
Prepared by:  FJM
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Pile #'s (in Video) Pile #'s (in Report) Pile #'s (in Video) Pile #'s (in Report) Pile #'s (in Video) Pile #'s (in Report)
"3" Pile 45 "37" Pile 79 "71" Pile 113
"5" Pile 47 "40" Pile 82 "72" Pile 114
"7" Pile 49 "44" Pile 86 "73" Pile 115
"10" Pile 52 "47" Pile 89 "75" Pile 117
"12" Pile 54 "50" Pile 92 "76" Pile 118
"13" Pile 55 "54" Pile 96 "77" Pile 119
"15" Pile 57 "56" Pile 98 "79" Pile 121
"17" Pile 59 "58" Pile 100 "80" Pile 122
"18" Pile 60 "59" Pile 101 "83" Pile 125
"20" Pile 62 "61" Pile 103 "84" Pile 126
"22" Pile 64 "62" Pile 104 "85" Pile 127
"23" Pile 65 "63" Pile 105 "88" Pile 130
"24" Pile 66 "64" Pile 106 "89" Pile 132
"26" Pile 68 "65" Pile 107 "90" Pile 133
"28" Pile 70 "66" Pile 108 "91" Pile 134
"29" Pile 71 "67" Pile 109 "92" Pile 135
"30" Pile 72 "69" Pile 111 "93" Pile 137
"35" Pile 77 "70" Pile 112 "96" Pile 140

Pile Numbers displayed in Video and Photos  during Inspection do not correlate to the Pile Numbers used in the Report, see 
list below for identification discrepancies:
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Deficiency A-1: Panel 3-4 (Station 0+14)     Deficiency A-2: Pile 4 (Station 0+20) 

 

  

Deficiency A-3: Pile 6 (Station 0+33)     Deficiency A-4: Pile 7 (Station 0+39) 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 
& Spalling 

 

Cracking 

 

Spalling with 
exposed rebar 
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Deficiency A-6: Pile 11 (Station 0+66)     Deficiency A-6/A-7: Pile 11/Panel 11-12 (Station 0+66/0+69) 

 

  

Deficiency A-8: Panel 12-13 (Station 0+75)    Deficiency A-9: Cap 13-16 (Station 0+84) 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Rust Staining 

 

Void Under 
Panel 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency A-12: Boat Ramp (Station 1+14)    Deficiency A-13: Pile 18 (Station 1+47)  

 

  

Deficiency A-14: Panel 18-19 (Station 1+50)    Deficiency A-15: Pile 21 (Station 1+67) 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 
Cracking 
& Spalling 

 
Cracking 

 

Small Gap at 
End of Ramp 
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Deficiency A-16: Pile 23 (Station 1+80)     Deficiency A-18: Pile 26 (Station 2+00)_1 of 2 

 

  

Deficiency A-18: Pile 26 (Station 2+00)_2 of 2    Deficiency A-19: Panel 27-28 (Station 2+12) 

 

Cracking 
& Spalling 

 

Cracking & 
Exposed Aggregate 

 

Cracking & 
Exposed Aggregate 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency A-20: Panel 28-29 (Station 2+17)_1 of 2   Deficiency A-20: Panel 28-29 (Station 2+17)_2 of 2 

 

  

Deficiency A-21: Pile 30 (Station 2+26)     Deficiency A-22: Pile 31 (Station 2+33) 

 

Cracking 

 

Void Under 
Panel 

 

Cracking & 
Spalling 

 

Cracking 

 

Rust Staining 
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Deficiency B-23: Pile 35 (Station 2+51)     Deficiency B-24: Culvert Panel 36-37 (Station 2+60) 

  

Deficiency B-25: Pile 38 (Station 2+70)     Deficiency B-26: Panel 40-41 (Station 2+86) 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 
Exposed 
Aggregate 
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Deficiency B-27: Panel 41-42 (Station 2+93)    Deficiency B-28/B-29: Pile 42/Panel 42-43 (Station 2+96/3+00) 

 

  

Deficiency B-30: Pile 43 (Station 3+04)     Deficiency B-31: Cap @47-48 (Station 3+33) 

 

Cracking 

 

Spalling & 
Exposed Rebar 

 

Cracking 

 

Rust Staining 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-32: Pile/Cap 49 (Station 3+43)    Deficiency B-33: Pile/Cap 50 (Station 3+50) 

 

  

Deficiency B-34: Cap @52 (Station 3+62)    Deficiency B-35: Cap @54-55 (Station 3+78) 

 

Cracking 

 

Spalling 

 Spalling & 
Exposed Rebar 

 

Spalling & 
Exposed Rebar 

 

Gap 
&Cracking 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-36: Pile/Cap 56 (Station 3+86)    Deficiency B-37/B-38: Pile 57/Cap @57-58 (Station 3+93/3+95) 

 

  

Deficiency B-39: Cap @58-59 (Station 4+01)    Deficiency B-40: Pile 59 (Station 4+05) 

 

Spalling & 
Exposed Rebar 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Spalling & 
Exposed Rebar 

 

Spalling & 
Exposed Rebar 
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Deficiency B-41: Pile 60 (Station 4+12)     Deficiency B-42: Pile 62 (Station 4+25) 

 

  

Deficiency B-43: Pile 63 (Station 4+31)     Deficiency B-44: Pile 64 (Station 4+37) 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-45: Pile 65 (Station 4+44)_1 of 3    Deficiency B-45: Pile 65 (Station 4+44)_2 of 3 

 

  

Deficiency B-45: Pile 65 (Station 4+44)_3 of 3    Deficiency B-46: Pile 66 (Station 4+50) 

 

Cracking 

 

Spalling & 
Penetration 

 

Spalling & 
Exposed Rebar 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-47: Pile 68 (Station 4+63)     Deficiency B-48: Pile 69 (Station 4+70) 

 

  

Deficiency B-49: Pile 70 (Station 4+76)     Deficiency B-50: Pile/Cap 71 (Station 4+83) 

Cracking 

 
Crackin

 

 

Cracking 

 
Honeycomb 
Area 

 Cracking 
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Deficiency B-51: Pile 72 (Station 4+90)     Deficiency B-52: Pile 73 (Station 4+99) 

 

  

Deficiency B-53: Pile/Cap 79 (Station 5+48)    Deficiency B-54: Pile 82 (Station 5+70) 

 

Cracking 

 

Honeycomb 
Areas 

 

Cracking 

 

Spall & Void 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-55: Pile 86 (Station 6+02)     Deficiency B-56: Pile 89 (Station 6+27) 

 

  

Deficiency B-57: Pile 92 (Station 6+51)     Deficiency B-58: Cap @95 (Station 6+76) 

 

Void 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-59: Pile 96 (Station 6+82)     Deficiency B-60: Pile 97 (Station 6+90) 

 

  

Deficiency B-61: Pile 98 (Station 6+99)     Deficiency B-62: Pile 100 (Station 7+15) 

 

Cracking 

 

 Cracking 

 

Cracking 

 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-63: Pile 101 (Station 7+22)     Deficiency B-64: Panel 103-110 (Station 7+38 to 7+96) 

 

  

Deficiency B-65: Pile 103 (Station 7+38)_1 of 2    Deficiency B-65: Pile 103 (Station 7+38)_2 of 2 

 

Cracking 

 

 

Void Under 
Panel 

 

Cracking 

 

 Cracking 
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Deficiency B-66: Pile 104 (Station 7+47)     Deficiency B-67: Pile 105 (Station 7+55) 

 

  

Deficiency B-68: Pile 106 (Station 7+63)     Deficiency B-69: Pile/Cap 107 (Station 7+71) 

 

Cracking 

 

 

Cracking 

 

 

Void 

 

Cracking 

 

 

Cracking 
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Deficiency B-70: Pile 108 (Station 7+80)     Deficiency B-71: Pile 109 (Station 7+88) 

 

  

Deficiency B-72: Panels 111-116 (Station 8+03 to 8+38)   Deficiency B-73: Pile 112 (Station 8+11) 

 

Cracking 

 

 

Cracking & 
Spalling 

 

Rust Staining 

 

 

Cracking  

 

Voids Under Pile 
and Panel 
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Deficiency B-74: Pile/Cap 113 (Station 8+19)    Deficiency B-75: Pile 114 (Station 8+27) 

 

  

Deficiency B-76: Pile 115 (Station 8+35)     Deficiency B-77: Panels 116-120 (Station 8+42 to 8+75) 

 

Rust Staining 

 

 

Void Under 
Panel 

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking  

 

Rust Staining 
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Deficiency B-78: Pile/Cap 117 (Station 8+50)    Deficiency B-79: Pile/Cap 118 (Station 8+58) 

 

  

Deficiency B-80: Pile 119 (Station 8+67)     Deficiency B-81: Pile 121 (Station 8+83) 

 

Honeycomb 
Areas 

 

Honeycomb 
Areas 

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking, 
Spalling & 
Rust Staining 

 

Cracking & 
Rust Staining 

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking & 
Rust Staining 
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Deficiency B-82: Panels 121-123 (Station 8+83 to 8+98)   Deficiency B-83: Cap @124-127 (Station 9+04 to 9+25)_1 of 2 

 

  

Deficiency B-83: Cap @124-127 (Station 9+04 to 9+25)_2 of 2  Deficiency B-84: Panel 124-125 (Station 9+10) 

 

Honeycomb 
Areas 

 

Void Under 
Panel 

 

Void Under 
Panel 

 

Honeycomb 
Areas 
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Deficiency B-85: Pile 126 (Station 9+23)     Deficiency B-86: Pile 127 (Station 9+31) 

 

  

Deficiency B-87: Pile/Cap 128 (Station 9+39)    Deficiency B-88: Culvert Panel 128-129 (Station 9+43) 

 

Cracking, 
Spalling & 
Rust Staining 

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking & 
Rust Staining 

 

Deterioration 
of Edge with 
Exposed Rebar 
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Deficiency B-89: Pile 129 (Station 9+47)     Deficiency B-90: Pile 130 (Station 9+55) 

 

  

Deficiency B-91/B-92: Pile 131 & Pile/Cap 132 (Station 9+59/9+62) Deficiency B-93: Pile/Cap 133 (Station 9+70) 

 

Rough Panel 
Edge  

 
Cracking  

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking, 
Spalling & 
Rust Staining 
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Deficiency B-94: Pile 134 (Station 9+76)     Deficiency B-95: Panel 134-135 (Station 9+80) 

 

  

Deficiency B-96/97: Pile 135/136 (Station 9+83/9+86)   Deficiency B-98/99: Pile 137 & Panel/Cap 137-138 (Station 9+89/9+93) 

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking 
& Spalling  

 

Cracking  
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Deficiency B-101: Pile 139 (Station 10+02)    Deficiency B-102: Panel 139-140 (Station 10+06) 

 

 

Deficiency B-103: Pile 140 (Station 10+09) 

Void Under 
Panel 

 

Cracking  

 

Cracking  
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